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What are wearables?

 Wearable technology is part of the Internet of
Things, an industry that is currently enjoying a
veritable boom and is based on the concept of
machines communicating with each other without
direct human commands.
 Wearables are all types of technology and sensors
that are worn on or near the body, or implanted in
the body itself. Since they are connected to the
Internet, they offer a clear advantage in that data
can be exchanged between the network and the
device at any time.
 Wearables are currently used above all in the fields of
entertainment, media, communications, medicine
and sports.
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Wearables – the future of mobile devices

 The advent of smartwatches has placed
even keener focus on wearables.
 Many small, lucrative tech start-ups have
already been dealing with this new technology
for some time.
 Thanks to new business models, they have the
potential to step up to the big leagues or to
become takeover candidates.
 The technology is currently enjoying its
strongest momentum in the fitness and
healthcare industry.
 However, many of the potential buyers are as
yet still unaware of the wide range of uses
wearables can be put to.

Wearables have only just started to
make their move, and are likely to be a
sustainable trend, possibly even a new
technological revolution?
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A new technological revolution
Forecast rise in global data volume



Reasons for growing market acceptance: wearables or the need they address
create a benefit



These smart gadgets can be used in completely different areas of life



Users want to collect and evaluate more information about themselves, and put
it to further use as appropriate



Smartphones are already expected to deliver extended functions, e.g. recording
sport, health and fitness data



The forecast of a sharp rise in global data volumes could be attributable to
increased use of wearable technology

Source: Cisco Systems; February 2015

Forecast market value of wearables

The wearable tech industry could follow the lead set by tablets by creating a new
need that has potential for the commercialized mass market.
Source: Business Insider, May 2013
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Wearables have the greatest growth prospects in
the fields of healthcare and sport

*Source: IDT echEx Wearable Tech Report and UK Business Insider, ABI Research
© 2015 Vontobel



The wearable technology industry comprises
companies active in the supply, development,
production and sale of related products and
services.



Some ten million wearable Internet devices were
sold in 2014, generating total revenue of USD 14
billion. According to IDTechEx, by 2024 this should
rise to more than 100 million devices with revenue
totalling USD 70 billion* (potential tenfold
increase).



Strong growth opportunities as forecasts predict
annual growth for the industry of 35% in the next
five years* This trend will be supported by the
strong growth and mounting importance of
smartphones and their connectivity to wearable
tech devices.
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Wearables and their digital senses



Wearables are smart gadgets that can be worn on the
body; they can connect to the Internet, allowing for
the exchange of data between the network and the
device.

 This is made possible by sensors, a wearable’s digital
senses. They keep an online record of activity and
combine or send data that we generate or that have an
impact on us.
 The data can be sent wirelessly and in real time to a
smartphone/computer and visualized.
 Given the considerable benefits in the sport and
healthcare industries, wearables are likely to become
established most quickly in these areas.

US sales forecasts for selected wellness wearables

Heart rhythm
monitoring

Digital scales

Diet / sleep
monitoring, stress
management
solutions

Market sales in million units
Sources: October 2014; *estimate
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Individual / social benefits and industries set to
profit

Medicine


Health monitoring / prevention
and treatment of diseases



Cardiovascular patients benefit
from early warning systems

Sport / healthcare

Lifestyle



Optimizing nutrition / diet



Making everyday life simpler



Supporting outdoor activities



Smartwatches



Ensuring efficient, smart training



Making payment methods easier



Better monitoring of medical
devices



Sleep and breathing diagnosis



GPS monitoring



Remote management and
diagnosis in regions with low
healthcare provision



Smart clothing (networked hightech clothing)



Managing household / home
electronics



Stylish accessories



Diabetes (intelligent insulin
pumps)

Sports goods manufacturers, electronics manufacturers (chips/semiconductors), IT industry, sensor
firms, security technology industry, medical technology,…
Source: The Economist (Mar 2015), http://www.economist.com/news/business/21646225-smartwatches-and-other-wearable-devices-become-mainstream-products-will-take-more
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Pioneer with innovative business model – GoPro Inc.

GoPro Inc. – annual revenue in millions
2015*



GoPro is the most innovative manufacturer
of mountable action sports cameras



In future it will be possible to stream video
recordings live online



Possibility of gathering real world data with
cameras and thus quantifying everyday life

2014
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0

500
GoProrevenue
Umsatz
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GoPro
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mn)

*Revenue forecast 2015

Source: GoPro Inc.: Annual Report 2014
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Sports goods manufacturer Under Armour
Under Armour – annual revenue in millions
2015*



More widespread use of sensors in textiles



Pulse, breathing and muscle tension are measured directly via the
skin



Textiles send biosignals to the athlete’s smartphone app



Professional and amateur athletes alike benefit from better
performance evaluation
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*Forecast 2015



Wearable tech is the growth market in the sports goods sector



Under Armour has acquired several popular fitness apps (MyFitnessPal,
Mapmyfitness)



Under Armour is profiting from the rising number of health-conscious
teenagers and young adults



Under Armour currently already ranks second in brand awareness, ahead of
Adidas

Source: Under Armour; Annual Report 2014 ISL http://investor.underarmour.com/income.cfm
© 2015 Vontobel
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From navigation giant to lifestyle group – Garmin

Garmin’s revenue by segment

© 2015 Vontobel



A wealth of expertise from the GPS sector



Has diversified its offering in the
outdoor/fitness areas
-> thus limiting its risks



Making inroads into the smartwatch market



7% market share in smartwatches (source:
Smartwachgroup; August 2014)



More than 45 million smartwatches are
expected to be sold in 2017; source: Garmin
Annual Report 2014



Successfully serves niche markets
 Smartwatches focusing on sports such as:
- golf
- running
- hiking
- swimming
- cycling
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Invest in wearables worldwide – with the newly launched Solactive
Wearable Tech Performance Index
How it works


The Solactive Wearable Tech Performance

Selection criteria


Significant business activity in the wearable
tech industry



Listed on a “recognized and regulated
exchange”



Market capitalization of at least EUR 5
billion



Average daily share trading volume in the past
three months of at least EUR 3 million



No sales restrictions for investors and freely
traded

Index reflects the performance of companies
active in the wearable tech industry (supply,
development, production and sale of related
products and services).


Distributions made by the index members are
reinvested.



At launch, the index comprises a maximum of
15 members, which are equally weighted on
the adjustment dates.



The index will be adjusted twice a year with
regard to its composition and weightings.
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Composition and weighting
Company

Sector

Country

Analog Devices Inc.

Sensors

US

12.50%

Broadcom Corp.

Connectivity

US

12.50%

Garmin Ltd.

Consumer devices

US

12.50%

GoPro Inc.

Consumer devices

US

12.50%

Maxim Integrated Products Inc.

System-on-Chip

US

12.50%

Medtronic

Health monitoring

US

12.50%

Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Connectivity

Japan

12.50%

Under Armour

Consumer devices

US

12.50%

© 2015 Vontobel

Weighting
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Areas of activity of the index companies
Company

Activity

Analog Devices Inc.

Founded in 1965 in Cambridge (Massachusetts), the company’s product range includes analog integrated circuits and
digital processors. With its analog-to-digital converters, it has firmly established itself in the industry. The company
now offers a comprehensive product range and enjoys success with digital signal processors, TigerSHARC architecture
and microprocessors.

Broadcom Corp.

Broadcom went public in 1998, and currently employs 6,000 staff. Its product range includes integrated circuits for
Ethernet, WiFi, cable modems, DSL modems and mobile phones. Broadcom bought Widcomm in 2004, and with it the
well-known Bluetooth protocol stack for Windows, Windows CE and Windows Mobile.

Garmin Ltd.

Wearable, fixed GPS-activated products and other navigation, communication & information devices; smartwatches
(fitness & sport).

GoPro Inc.

Wearable, mountable cameras & related accessories; used for professional recording of action sports; mobile apps and
software for creating, managing and sharing photo/video data

Maxim Integrated Products Inc.

Linear & mixed-signal integrated circuits; design processes & high-frequency capability & user-defined design. MI
acquired its first major semiconductor plant in 1989. It achieved annual revenue of USD 100 million for the first time
in 1993. 2007 – 2010: Acquisition of six further firms – expansion of engineering and production capacity. Annual
revenue exceeded USD 2.2 billion for the first time in 2010, first analog products on 300mm wafers produced and
marketed. MI celebrated its 30th anniversary in 2013.

Medtronic

Therapeutic & diagnostic medical products, including heart pacemakers, tachyarrhythmia management, management of
atrial fibrillation and heart failure, malignant & non-malignant pain, movement disorders.

Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd.

Electronic components: filters, capacitors, thermistors, resistors, noise suppression products, coils, piezoelectric sound
components, power devices, sensors, hybrid ICs & microwave components.

Under Armour

Brand-name sporting goods, large selection of clothing and accessories made from synthetic microfibres, including a
compression shirt equipped with sensors.
© 2015 Vontobel
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Historical share price data – performance

Source: Bloomberg, 10 April 2015. Historical data do not provide any indication of future developments.
© 2015 Vontobel
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Historical share price data – performance

Source: Bloomberg, 10 April 2015. Historical data do not provide any indication of future developments.
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Key data on the VONCERT Open End on the
Solactive Wearable Tech Performance Index
Investors who would like to profit from the development of steady growth in the wearable tech industry worldwide
can participate easily and transparently in the performance of the Solactive Wearable Tech Performance Index.
Key product data
Valor

VONCERT Open End on the Solactive Wearable Tech
Performance Index
2417 3351 (CHF)/ 2417 3352 (USD)

SSPA product type
Tracker certificate (1300)
Issue price (incl. frontload fee) / reference CHF 101.50 / CHF 100.00; USD 101.50 / USD 100.00
price of certificate
Underlying
Index provider
Spot reference price
Ratio
Initial fixing /
payment date
Management fee
Maturity

Solactive Wearable Tech Performance Index
Solactive AG
EUR 100.00 (index level)
Corresponds to 1 divided by the EURCHF exchange rate on the
initial fixing date
08.05.2015 / 15.05.2015
1% p.a.
Open end

Issuer / guarantor: Vontobel Financial Products Ltd., DIFC Dubai/Vontobel Holding AG, Zurich (Moody’s A3). SSPA: tracker certificate (1300). Listing: will be applied for
on the SIX Swiss Exchange. All information is indicative and subject to change. Termsheets with the legally binding information and other details can be downloaded at
any time from www.derinet.ch.
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Risk factors

■

Economic crises and changes could have a negative impact on the shares in the
index, and could thus have a detrimental effect on the participation certificate

■

Political and regulatory risks that influence dividend payout policy could have a
negative impact on performance

■

The product is not capital-protected – a total loss of the capital invested is possible
in the worst case scenario

■

Issuer risk

■

Currency risk

© 2015 Vontobel
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Summary

■

Wearables have launched a new technological trend and are in the process of
becoming firmly established in the fitness and healthcare sector. Many other uses are
conceivable. The Solactive Wearable Tech Performance Index makes this promising
theme accessible for investors.

■

The participation certificate in CHF and USD on the Solactive Wearable Tech
Performance Index offers a means of investing in a broadly diversified array of
companies that are active in the wearable technology industry.

■

The index is adjusted twice a year with regard to the stocks it contains, and currently
has eight members (max. 15 stocks) from a diversified pool of sectors.

■

The participation certificate makes it possible to add emphasis in a portfolio on
wearable tech, adding diversification in this key theme for the future.

■

No term restriction

© 2015 Vontobel

Legal notice
This publication is for information purposes only and does not represent an investment recommendation or
advice and contains neither an offer nor an invitation to make an offer. It does not replace the qualified advice
necessary before any purchase decision, in particular as regards all associated risks. This publication was drawn
up by our Financial Products & Distribution organizational unit, and is not the result of financial analysis. The
Directives on the Independence of Financial Research issued by the Swiss Bankers Association do not apply to
this publication. Any content in this publication originating from other organizational units at Vontobel or
third parties are marked as such with reference to the source. The legally applicable product documentation
(listing prospectus) consists of the definitive term sheet with the final terms and the issue programme
registered with SIX Swiss Exchange. These documents and the brochure “Special Risks in Securities Trading”
may be obtained free of charge at www.derinet.ch or from Bank Vontobel AG, Financial Products, CH-8022
Zurich (Tel. +41 (0)58 283 78 88). Past performance must not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future
performance. Structured products are not regarded as collective investment schemes within the meaning of the
Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes (CISA), and are therefore not subject to the approval or
supervision of the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority FINMA. The value of structured products may
depend not only on the performance of the underlying, but also on the creditworthiness of the issuer. The
investor is exposed to the risk of the issuer / guarantor defaulting. This publication and the financial products
outlined therein are not intended for persons subject to a jurisdiction which limits or prohibits the sale of
financial products or the dissemination of this publication and/or the information contained therein. All
information is provided without a guarantee.
April 2015 ©Bank Vontobel AG. All rights reserved.
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